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Abstract12

In this paper, we show that semigroups containing middle units can be13

constructed from semigroups containing one-sided identity elements. More-14

over, we show that regular semigroups containing middle units can be ob-15

tained from regular monoids.16
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1. Introduction and motivation19

An element e of a semigroup S is called a middle unit of S if xey = xy is satisfied20

for every x, y ∈ S. A semigroup S is called a regular semigroup if, for every21

element a ∈ S, there is an element a′ ∈ S such that aa′a = a. Semigroups, espe-22

cially regular semigroups containing middle units are examined in many papers.23

See, for example, [1–4, 8, 9, 15]. It is clear that every one-sided identity element24

of a semigroup S is a middle unit of S. In this paper we show that semigroups25

containing middle units can be constructed by the help of semigroups containing26

left identity elements as well as semigroups containing right identity elements.27

Because of the duality, we focus only on the role of semigroups containing left28

identity elements. Results corresponding to semigroups containing right identity29

elements are also presented, but not proved. Applying the construction defined30

in Theorem 2 of [11] and its dual, we define the right regular extension and the31

left regular extension of semigroups, and show that a semigroup has a middle unit32

if and only if it is a right regular extension (respectively, left regular extension)33
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of a semigroup containing a left identity element (respectively, a right identity34

element). As the middle units play an important role in the examination of reg-35

ular semigroups, we examine how to construct medial semigroups having middle36

units. Introducing the notions of the strongly right regular extension and the37

strongly left regular extension of semigroups, we show that a semigroup is regu-38

lar and contains a middle unit if and only if it is a strongly right regular extension39

(respectively, strongly left regular extension) of a regular semigroup which is a40

strongly left regular extension (respectively, strongly right regular extension) of41

a regular monoid.42

2. Preliminaries43

We focus our attention only on the concepts that are related to the examination44

of the role of semigroups containing left identity elements. The dual concepts are45

also used, but we do not define all of them.46

Let S be a semigroup. A transformation ̺ of S acting on the right is called47

a right translation of S if (xy)̺ = x(y̺) is satisfied for every x, y ∈ S. Let a be48

an arbitrary element of S. The transformation ̺a of S defined by ̺a : s 7→ sa49

is a right translation of S. It is known that Φ : a 7→ ̺a is a homomorphisms of50

the semigroup S into the semigroup of all right translations of S. Φ is called the51

right regular representation of S. Let θ(S) denote the kernel of Φ. It is obvious52

that θ(S) = {(a, b) ∈ S × S : (∀x ∈ S) xa = xb}. A semigroup S is said to be53

left reductive if, for arbitrary elements a and b of S, sa = sb for all s ∈ S implies54

a = b. The right regular representation Φ of a semigroup S is faithful (that is,55

injective) if and only if S is left reductive, that is, θ(S) is the identity relation56

on S. The concept of the right regular representation of semigroups occurs in57

several studies. See, for example, [5, 6, 11, 12] and [13]. Among them, [11] plays58

an important role in our present paper. Examinations of semigroups containing59

middle units are based on the construction given in Theorem 2 of [11]. Since this60

construction will be used several times, Theorem 2 of [11] is quoted in detail here.61

Theorem 1 ( [11], Theorem 2). (a) Let S be a semigroup. For each x ∈ S,
associate a set Tx 6= ∅. Assume Tx ∩ Ty = ∅ for all x, y ∈ S with x 6= y. Assume
that, for each couple (x, y) ∈ S × S is associated a mapping

f(x,y,xy) : Tx 7→ Txy

acting on the left. Suppose further

(1) (∀x, y, z ∈ S) f(xy,z,xyz) ◦ f(x,y,xy) = f(x,yz,xyz).

Let
T =

⋃

x∈S

Tx.
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On the set T , define the following operation. If a ∈ Tx and b ∈ Ty, then let

(2) a ⋆ b = f(x,y,xy)(a).

Then (T ; ⋆) is a semigroup, and each set Tx is contained in a θ(T )-class of T .62

If S is left reductive then the θ(T )-classes of the semigroup (T ; ⋆) are exactly the63

sets Tx (x ∈ S).64

(b) Let (T ; ·) be a semigroup. Let θ denote the congruence θ(T ). Let

S = T/θ.

For an element [x]θ ∈ S, let T[x]θ = [x]θ. For arbitrary couple ([x]θ, [y]θ) and
arbitrary a ∈ [x]θ, let

(3) f([x]θ,[y]θ,[xy]θ) : a 7→ a · b,

where b is an arbitrary element of [y]θ. Then, for all c, d ∈ T ,

c ⋆ d = f([c]θ,[d]θ,[cd]θ)(c) = c · d.

Consequently, the semigroup (T ; ·) is isomorphic to the semigroup (T ; ⋆) derived65

from the semigroup S = T/θ by applying the construction in part (a) of Theo-66

rem 1.67

The semigroup T = (T ; ⋆) defined in part (a) of Theorem 1 will be called a68

right regular extension of the semigroup S if the sets Ts (s ∈ S) are the classes of69

the kernel of the right regular representation of (T ; ⋆). We shall say that a right70

regular extension (T ; ⋆) of a semigroup S is a strongly right regular extension if,71

for every s ∈ S and a ∈ Ts, there is an element x ∈ S such that f(s,xs,sxs)(a) = a.72

Remark 2. If T = (T ; ⋆) is a right regular extension of a semigroup S, then73

S ∼= T/θ(T ).74

Remark 3. We note that if S is a left reductive semigroup, then the semigroup75

(T ; ⋆) defined in part (a) of Theorem 1 is a right regular extension of S. This is76

the case, when S has a left identity element. By part (b) of Theorem 1, every77

semigroup T is isomorphic to a right regular extension of the factor semigroup78

T/θ(T ).79

Remark 4. We note that if (T ; ⋆) is a strongly right regular extension of a80

semigroup S containing a left identity, then S is regular, because f(s,xs,sxs)(a) = a81

and a ∈ Ts imply sxs = s.82
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In this paper we also refer to the dual of Theorem 1. We note that, in the
dual of Theorem 1, for each couple (x, y) ∈ S × S is associated a mapping

f(y,x,xy) : Ty 7→ Txy

acting on the right, and is supposed

(4) (∀x, y, z ∈ S) f(z,y,yz) ◦ f(yz,x,xyz) = f(z,xy,xyz).

On the set T =
⋃

x∈S Tx, an associative operation ⋄ is defined: if a ∈ Tx and
b ∈ Ty, then

(5) a ⋄ b = (b)f(y,x,xy).

Starting from the dual of Theorem 1, we can define the dual concepts of the83

right regular extension and the strongly right regular extension of semigroups.84

A semigroup T = (T ; ⋄) defined above is called a left regular extension of the85

semigroup S if the sets Ts (s ∈ S) are the classes of the kernel of the left regular86

representation of (T ; ⋄). We say that a left regular extension (T ; ⋄) of a semigroup87

S is a strongly left regular extension if, for every s ∈ S and a ∈ T , there is an88

element x ∈ S such that (a)f(s,sx,sxs) = a.89

For notions and notations not defined but used in this paper, we refer the90

reader to the books [7, 10] and [14].91

3. Results92

Theorem 5. The following assertions on an arbitrary semigroup T are equiva-93

lent.94

(i) T has a middle unit.95

(ii) T is isomorphic to a right regular extension of a semigroup containing a left96

identity element.97

(iii) T is isomorphic to a left regular extension of a semigroup containing a right98

identity element.99

Proof. Only the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved. The equivalence of (i) and100

(iii) can be proved similarly.101

(i)⇒(ii) Assume that T is a semigroup which has a middle unit. By Remark 3,102

the semigroup (T ; ⋆) defined in part (b) of Theorem 1 is a right regular extension103

of the factor semigroup S = T/θ(T ), and T is isomorphic to (T ; ⋆). Let e be a104

middle unit of T . Then, for every x, y ∈ T , we have xey = xy. This implies that105

(ey, y) ∈ θ(T ), that is, [e]θ(T )[y]θ(T ) = [y]θ(T ) in S = T/θ(T ) for every y ∈ T .106

Thus [e]θ(T ) is a left identity element of S = T/θ(T ).107
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(ii)⇒(i) Let S be a semigroup containing a left identity element l, and let108

T = (T ; ⋆) be a semigroup defined by S as in part (a) of Theorem 1. Since S109

has a left identity element, then S is left reductive, and so the θ(T )-classes of110

the semigroup (T ; ⋆) are exactly the sets Tx (x ∈ S). Thus (by Remark 3) the111

semigroup (T ; ⋆) is a right regular extension of S. We show that (T ; ⋆) has a112

middle unit. Let e ∈ Tl and b ∈ T be arbitrary elements. Assume b ∈ Ty (y ∈ S).113

Since l is a left identity element of S, then e ⋆ b ∈ TlTy ⊆ Tly = Ty, and so114

(e ⋆ b, b) ∈ θ(T ), because the θ(T )-classes of (T ; ⋆) are the sets Ts (s ∈ S). Thus115

a ⋆ e ⋆ b = a ⋆ b for every a ∈ T . Consequently e is a middle unit of the semigroup116

T = (T ; ⋆).117

Remark 6. From the proof of Theorem 5 it follows that if l is a left identity118

element of a semigroup S, then every element of Tl is a middle unit of the right119

regular extension (T ; ⋆) of S.120

Example 7. In this example, we construct a semigroup which contains a middle121

unit. We use the notations of Theorem 1. Let S be a semigroup containing a122

left identity element. For every x ∈ S, let Tx = {(x, s) : s ∈ S}. For every123

x, y ∈ S, let f(x,y,xy) be the mapping of Tx into Txy defined by the following124

way: for (x, s) ∈ Tx, let f(x,y,xy)((x, s)) = (xy, sy). Then, for every x, y, z ∈ S,125

f(xy,z,xyz) ◦ f(x,y,xy)((x, s)) = ((xy)z, (sy)z) = (x(yz), s(yz)) = f(x,yz,xyz)((x, s)).126

Thus condition (1) of Theorem 1 is satisfied, and so (T ; ⋆) is a semigroup under127

the operation: (x, s) ⋆ (y, t) = (xy, sy). If l denotes a left identity element of128

S, then (by Theorem 5 and Remark 6) (l, z) is a middle unit of T for every129

z ∈ S. Indeed, (x, s)(l, z)(y, t) = (xly, sly) = (xy, sy) = (x, s)(y, t) for every130

x, y, s, z, t ∈ S.131

A semigroup satisfying the identity ab = b is called a right zero semigroup.132

A semigroup is a right zero semigroup if and only if its every element is a left133

identity element.134

Corollary 8 [13]. A semigroup has the property that its every element is a middle135

unit if and only if it is isomorphic to a right regular extension of a right zero136

semigroup.137

Proof. By Theorem 5, if every element of a semigroup T is a middle unit, then138

T is a right regular extension of a semigroup S containing a left identity element,139

and so S ∼= T/θ(T ) by Remark 2. Since the equation xay = xy is satisfied140

for every elements x, y, a ∈ T , then (ay, y) ∈ θ(T ) for every a, y ∈ S. Thus141

every element of S ∼= T/θ(T ) is a left identity element, that is, S is a right zero142

semigroup.143

By Theorem 5 and Remark 6, if S is a right zero semigroup, then every144

element of a right regular extension (T ; ⋆) of S is a middle unit of T .145
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In the next example, we give a semigroup in which every element is a middle146

unit.147

Example 9. Let S be a right zero semigroup. Let Tx (x ∈ S) be pairwise disjoint148

nonempty sets. Fix an element t∗s in Ts for every s ∈ S. For every x, y ∈ S, let149

f(x,y,xy) be the mapping of Tx into Txy = Ty defined by f(x,y,y)(a) = t∗y. It is easy150

to see that this system of mappings satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 1. Let151

T =
⋃

s∈S Ts, and define an operation ⋆ on T as in (2) of Theorem 5. Then the152

semigroup (T : ⋆) is a semigroup in which every element is a middle unit. For153

example, if S = {x, y}, Tx = {a, b}, t∗x = a, Ty = {c}, t∗y = c, then the Cayley154

multiplicative table of (T ; ⋆) is Table 1.155

· a b c

a a a c
b a a c
c a a c

Table 1.

It is easy to see that every element of (T ; ⋆) is a middle unit.156

If e is a right identity element and a is a middle unit of a semigroup S, then157

sa = sae = se = s for every s ∈ S. Thus every middle unit of a semigroup S158

containing a right identity element is a right identity element of S. Similarly, if159

a semigroup S contains a left identity element, then every middle unit of S is a160

left identity element of S.161

The middle units of the semigroup (T ; ⋆) defined in Example 7 are the ele-162

ments (l, z), where l is a left identity and z is an arbitrary element of S. It is163

easy to see that if (T ; ⋆) has an identity element, then S is a monoid. This is164

true in general.165

Lemma 10. If a semigroup T has a right identity element (respectively, left166

identity element) and T is a right regular extension (respectively, left regular167

extension) of a semigroup S containing a left identity element (respectively, right168

identity element), then S is a monoid.169

Proof. If e is a right identity element of T , then [e]θ(T ) is a right identity element170

of S. As S has a left identity element by assumption, S is a monoid. The proof171

of the dual assertion is similar.172

The converse assertion of Lemma 10 is true for globally idempotent semi-173

groups T (that is, when T 2 = T ).174
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Theorem 11. A globally idempotent semigroup T contains a right identity ele-175

ment (respectively, left identity element) if and only if it is a right regular exten-176

sion (respectively, left regular extension) of a monoid.177

Proof. We prove only the case on the right. The dual assertion can be proved178

similarly.179

Let T be a globally idempotent semigroup which contains a right identity180

element e. Since e is a middle unit of T , then, by Theorem 5, T is a right regular181

extension of a semigroup S containing a left identity element. By Remark 2,182

S ∼= T/θ(T ). By Lemma 10, S is a monoid.183

Conversely, assume that T is a globally idempotent semigroup which is a184

right regular extension of a monoid S. Then S ∼= T/θ(T ). Let e be an element of185

T such that [e]θ(T ) is the identity element of S. Let t ∈ T be an arbitrary element.186

As T is globally idempotent, there are elements a, b ∈ T such that ab = t. As187

[b]θ(T )[e]θ(T ) = [b]θ(T ) in S, we have (be, b) ∈ θ(T ), and so abe = ab, that is, te = t.188

Hence e is a right identity element of T .189

In Example 9, the semigroup T = Tx ∪ Ty (Tx = {a, b}, Ty = {c}) is a right190

regular extension of the right zero semigroup S = {x, y}. Every element of T191

is a middle unit, but T is not regular (for every x ∈ T , bxb = a). Theorem 5192

shows that if a semigroup T a right regular extension of a regular semigroup S193

containing a left identity element, then T has a middle unit, but Example 9 shows194

that T is not regular, in general. The following theorem shows that the strongly195

right regular extension plays an important role in the description of the regular196

semigroups containing middle units.197

Theorem 12. The following assertions on a semigroup T are equivalent.198

(i) T is regular and contains a middle unit.199

(ii) T is isomorphic to a strongly right regular extension of a regular semigroup200

containing a left identity element.201

(iii) T is isomorphic to a strongly left regular extension of a regular semigroup202

containing a right identity element.203

Proof. Only the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved. The equivalence of (i) and204

(iii) can be proved similarly.205

(i)⇒(ii) Assume that T is a regular semigroup containing a middle unit. By
part (b) of Theorem 1, T is isomorphic to a right regular extension (T ; ⋆) of
the factor semigroup S = T/θ(T ). Since T is regular, and every homomorphic
image of a regular semigroup is regular, then the semigroup S is regular. Since T
contains a middle unit, Theorem 5 implies that S contains a left identity element.
Let s = [t]θ(T ) be an arbitrary element of S (and so Ts = [t]θ(T )). Let a ∈ Ts

be an arbitrary element. Then [a]θ(T ) = [t]θ(T ). Since T is a regular semigroup,
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then there is an element b ∈ T such that a ⋆ b ⋆ a = a. Let x = [b]θ(T ) (and so
Tx = [b]θ(T )). Since

xs = [b]θ(T )[t]θ(T ) = [b]θ(T )[a]θ(T ) = [b ⋆ a]θ(T )

in S, then we have Txs = [b ⋆ a]θ(T ). It is clear that, in S,

sxs = [a ⋆ b ⋆ a]θ(T ) = [a]θ(T ) = s.

Consider the mapping f(s,xs,s) of Ts = [a]θ(T ) into itself. By (3) in part (b) of
Theorem 1, f(s,xs,s)(a) = a⋆ξ, where ξ is an arbitrary element of Txs = [b⋆a]θ(T ).
Choosing ξ = b ⋆ a, we get

f(s,xs,sxs)(a) = a ⋆ ξ = a ⋆ b ⋆ a = a.

Thus T is a strongly right regular extension of the regular semigroup S.206

(ii)⇒(i) Assume that the semigroup T is isomorphic to a strongly right reg-
ular extension (T ; ⋆) of a regular semigroup S defined in part (a) of Theorem 1,
where S has a left identity element. Then T has a middle unit by Theorem 5.
Let a ∈ Ts (s ∈ S) be an arbitrary element. Then there is an element x ∈ S such
that

a = f(s,xs,sxs)(a).

Let b ∈ Tx be an arbitrary element. Then b ⋆ a ∈ Txs. By (3) in part (b) of
Theorem 1,

f(s,xs,sxs)(a) = a ⋆ ξ,

where ξ is an arbitrary element of Txs. Since b ⋆ a ∈ Txs, we have

a = f(s,xs,sxs)(a) = a ⋆ b ⋆ a.

Hence a is a regular element of T . Consequently T is a regular semigroup.207

Example 13. In this example we construct a regular semigroup which contains208

middle units. Let S = {a, b, c, d} be a semigroup, where the multiplication is209

defined by Table 2.210

a b c d

a a b c d
b a b c d
c c d c d
d c d c d

Table 2.
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S is a regular semigroup, because every element of S is an idempotent el-211

ement. For every x ∈ S, let Tx = {x(1), x(2)} be a two-element set. Assume212

Tx ∩ Ty = ∅ for every x, y ∈ S with x 6= y. For every x, y ∈ S, let f(x,y,xy) be213

a mapping of Tx into Txy defined by f(x,y,xy) : x
(i) 7→ (xy)(i) for i = 1, 2. It is a214

matter of checking to see that this family of mappings satisfies condition (1) of215

Theorem 1. Thus T =
⋃

x∈S Tx is a semigroup under the operation ⋆ defined by216

x(i) ⋆ y(j) = f(x,y,xy)(x
(i)) = (xy)(i). The Cayley-table of the semigroup (T ; ⋆) is217

Table 3.218

· a(1) a(2) b(1) b(2) c(1) c(2) d(1) d(2)

a(1) a(1) a(1) b(1) b(1) c(1) c(1) d(1) d(1)

a(2) a(2) a(2) b(2) b(2) c(2) c(2) d(2) d(2)

b(1) a(1) a(1) b(1) b(1) c(1) c(1) d(1) d(1)

b(2) a(2) a(2) b(2) b(2) c(2) c(2) d(2) d(2)

c(1) c(1) c(1) d(1) d(1) c(1) c(1) d(1) d(1)

c(2) c(2) c(2) d(2) d(2) c(2) c(2) d(2) d(2)

d(1) c(1) c(1) d(1) d(1) c(1) c(1) d(1) d(1)

d(2) c(2) c(2) d(2) d(2) c(2) c(2) d(2) d(2)

Table 3.

Since the semigroup S contains left identity elements (a and b), then the219

semigroup (T ; ⋆) is a right regular extension of S by Remark 3. Then, by The-220

orem 5, (T ; ⋆) contains middle units. It is easy to see that a(1), a(2), b(1), b(2) are221

the middle units of (T ; ⋆). As every element of S is an idempotent, we have222

f(x, x, x)(x(i)) = x(i) for every x ∈ S and every i = 1, 2. Thus (T ; ⋆) is a strongly223

right regular extension of S, and so (T ; ⋆) is a regular semigroup by Theorem 12.224

We note that the regularity of (T ; ⋆) can be checked by its Cayley-table: since225

every element of (T ; ⋆) is an idempotent element, then (T ; ⋆) is a regular semi-226

group.227

Remark 14. We note that the semigroup T constructed in Example 7 is also228

regular containing a middle unit, if S is a group. Namely, if e denotes the identity229

element of S, then, for every x ∈ S and (x, s) ∈ Tx, we have f(x,x−1x,xx−1x)(x, s) =230

(xx−1x, sx−1x) = (x, s), where x−1 denote the inverse of x. Thus T is a strongly231

right regular extension of S. Hence T is a regular semigroup containing middle232

units by Theorem 12.233

The next theorem shows that how we can get regular semigroups containing234

middle units from regular monoids.235

Theorem 15. The following assertions on an arbitrary semigroup T are equiv-236

alent.237
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(i) T is regular and contains a middle unit.238

(ii) T is isomorphic to a strongly right regular extension of a regular semigroup239

which is a strongly left regular extension of a regular monoid.240

(iii) T is isomorphic to a strongly left regular extension of a regular semigroup241

which is a strongly right regular extension of a regular monoid.242

Proof. Only the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved. The equivalence of (i) and243

(iii) can be proved similarly.244

(i)⇒(ii) Let T be a regular semigroup which contains a middle unit. By245

Theorem 12, T is isomorphic to a strongly right regular extension of a regular246

semigroup S containing a left identity element. Then, by Theorem 12, S is247

isomorphic to a strongly left regular extension of a regular semigroupQ containing248

a right identity element. By Lemma 10, Q is a monoid.249

(ii)⇒(i) Assume that a semigroup T is isomorphic to a strongly right regular250

extension of a regular semigroup S which is a strongly left regular extension of251

a regular monoid. By Theorem 12, T is a regular semigroup. As S is globally252

idempotent, Theorem 11 implies that S contains a left identity element. By253

Theorem 5, T contains a middle unit.254
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